A number of excellent texts have appeared, including Davis's [1] and Geneserth's and Nilsson's [2] . A logic modeling mini-track at the Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences has flourished without interruption since 1987. It is now rather common for logic modeling Ph.D. seminars to be offered in business schools, and it can fairly be said that the logical point of view is finding increasing success in infiltrating research efforts in information systems and the decision what one would normally think of as an entirely welcome trend to move beyond the standard procedural task. Finally, "On the Logical Generproblems so much discussed in the literature on alized Hypertext," by Michael Bieber and Steven nonmonotonic reasoning. The third paper, Kimbrough, presents a logic model for certain "Ordered Logic: Defeasible Reasoning for Multiaspects of hypertext systems and illustrates the pie Agents," by Geerts, Nute, and Vermeir, inusefulness of first-order logic as a tool for genertroduces a logic -which they call ordered logicalizing and abstracting concepts, here concepts of for defeasible reasoning in the presence of many hypertext. experts who contribute knowledge. Ordered logic This special issue has been a long time in the is an extension of defeasible logic, itself premaking. We thank the authors and Andy Whinsented and discussed in previous special issues, ston for their patience. We believe that the wait "Bayesian Logic," by Andersen and Hooker, has been worth the while. The work on display our fourth paper, combines probabilistic logic here amply demonstrates why this is a propitious with Bayesian networks to produce the logic time for logic modeling. named in the paper's title. Bayesian networks have been much studied in artificial intelligence as quantitative (nonlogical) approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning. The present paper is innovative in adding a logical point of view (and References extracting useful results) to Bayesian networks. Robert Blanning is the author of our fifth paper,
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